
 
‘ENCHANTED CHRISTMAS’ 

Synopsis 
 
 
Young widow, Laura Trudeau (Alexa PenaVega), left behind her love of dancing.  She divides 
her time as a project manager in Los Angeles, raising her seven-year-old daughter Nikki 
(Jaynee-Lynne Kinchen) and dating her colleague, Scott Jackson (Randy Wayne).  
 
Her boss gives her four weeks to renovate a hotel in her hometown of Rosemont, Utah to have 
it ready by Christmas Eve for “The 75th Annual Enchanted Christmas Show. Laura is aghast 
because she and her former partner Ricardo Archuleta (Carlos PenaVega) danced in the show 
annually, until one night 10 years earlier when he told Laura he was leaving for a professional 
dance tour.  Laura has never forgiven him. 
 
Laura takes Nikki and returns to Rosemont to oversee the project while having to live with her 
opinionated father Manuel Montoya (Rene Rivera).  Manuel tells Nikki her mother was a 
beautiful dancer and shows her a picture of her in costume standing near a fountain.  While 
surveying the property Laura makes two shocking discoveries, one is finding Ricardo rehearsing 
in the ballroom with his dance partner Taylor. 
 
Nikki meets Ricardo and pleads with her mother to let her dance in the show.  Laura refuses, 
but then reconsiders.  Nikki struggles with the routine, so Manuel offers practical advice that’s 
all too familiar to Laura, who is within an earshot. Ricardo and Laura share Christmas wishes 
leaving Laura perplexed by Ricardo’s.  
 
Scott calls Laura with bad news.  Taylor has an audition abroad, as all heads turn towards Laura 
to be her temporary replacement.  Albeit a bit rusty at first, Laura slips back into her dance 
shoes and steps onto the ballroom floor to once again dance with Ricardo.  Laura is 
overwhelmed between the hotel’s deadline and dance rehearsals.  
 
Ricardo stumbles upon something of great sentimental value.  Scott suddenly appears with a 
shocking revelation, as Laura overhears a disturbing phone call.  Taylor returns with a business 
proposition for Ricardo.  Now with the show in jeopardy, Laura must make some difficult 
decisions.  It’s Christmas morning at the Montoya house when suddenly there is a knock at the 
door.  
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